their daughters a serious academic education -it remains generally true that in the middle of the seventeenth century the education of elite women focused almost entirely on the development of a range of social accomplishments. 4 These included modern languages (French and Italian, perhaps Spanish), dancing, singing, and the learning of an instrument. For gentlewomen such instruction was generally provided within the household, or within the household of a relative. And several tutors were usually required. When Marvell took over the education of Mary Fairfax, she was around twelve years old, and if (as seems likely) she is the 'Celia' of his commendatory poem to the Hull physician, Robert Witty, Marvell taught her French and Italian. 5 There is no evidence (and it is inherently unlikely) that he took her into the advanced academic disciplines.
The avenues for self-advertisement and advancement afforded by teaching modern European languages to a barely teenaged girl within her own household were limited. As such, it is reasonable for J. P. Kenyon to opine, in reflecting on
Marvell's tutoring assignments in the 1650s, that the role of tutor was ' a lowly one', equivalent to that of a Victorian governess. 6 But the role of tutor to a young noble or gentleman might involve some significant variations. In serving as traveling companion to noblemen's sons during the 1640s, and in taking young William Dutton to Saumur in the late 1650s, Marvell was playing a somewhat more substantial role than Kenyon's characterization allows, that of traveling tutor. 4 Among leading theorists of women's academic education in the mid-seventeenth century was the The traveling tutor was typically engaged after a boy had completed his formal schooling -after, that is, a spell at one of the universities, and perhaps even an Inn of Court. His role was not to cover the standard grammar school or university disciplines; it was to bring book-learning to life: to orchestrate what we might, in modern curricular parlance, term ' a capstone experience', by way of a European tour.
By exposing a young man to a range of cultures and languages, the tour cemented by lived experience and practice the merely theoretical knowledge he had previously garnered of languages, history, moral and political philosophy.
7 During the tour some new, and practical, disciplines were typically introduced: fortification, for instance, studied by way of applied geometry as a branch of mathematics.
Such studies were supplemented by the actual observation of the fortified towns through which the travelers passed. The student was expected to study and take notes on the lands he visited, noting geographical and architectural features, dif- Abroad, 31, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] ensured that his charge received instruction in exercises and disciplines along the way, according to local expertise. Finally, and most importantly, the tutor was responsible for the pastoral care of his charge, who was often on the cusp of adulthood.
This was an absolutely crucial responsibility, given both the perennial tendency of the young to cut loose on leaving home and the manifold temptations that cities like Paris or Venice had to offer, along with the ideological dangers presented to English Protestant travelers by Rome or Madrid. In addition to the dangers of moral or religious corruption, an additional fear troubled Englishmen as their sons headed off to the continent: fear of identity loss. Youth was of course regarded as naturally fickle; but added to this concern was the belief that the English character was peculiarly shallow, unstable, and easily overwritten by the stronger impressions of strange lands and more vibrant cultures, such as those of southern Europe. 13 It is this fear that gives us those stock figures of the age: the affected traveler, the Italianate or Frenchified Englishman.
The role of traveling tutor was therefore one of great responsibility and it demanded a distinctive set of skills: a set of skills more practical than narrowly academic. It required someone who could demonstrate more than a mere scholar's understanding of the world: someone with a sense of how to get things done; a man who could mingle comfortably with ambassadors and princes, or at least with their secretaries. Bacon, in his letter of educational advice to the Earl of Rutland, suggested that the tutor need not be an expert in a particular region, but 'some good generall scholler'. 14 To find a tutor who was, as he put it, ' conversant with the world, not locked vp in a studie', better stocked with 'Mother wit' than with 'Schole-learning', Cleland recommended looking outside the universities to find someone comfortable in society, with an easy civility and modest discourse. 15 For such a role a younger man -more companion than schoolmaster -was usually preferred. And here we need to depart from Kenyon's characterization of the tutor as a closeted, pathetic, Jane Eyre-like figure. While Marvell in the mid-1650s may reasonably be characterized as ' a man in his thirties … with no future', the role of traveling tutor was one that might be hoped to lead to a future for a young man of ambition, learning, and worldly know-how. 16 The skills demanded of the traveling tutor were such as might allow someone of low or middling station both to demonstrate his suitability for a position of consequence in the world, and to make the contacts -with Although his public career was ended by his involvement in the fiasco of the Popish Plot, he remained a valued advisor to successive governments and died a wealthy man, worth almost £19,000. My Fencing-master in Spain, after he had instructed me all he could, told me, I remember, there was yet one Secret, against which there was no Defence, and that was, to give the first Blow.
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This is a revealing and justly famous comment from a man given -or judged to be given -to sudden bursts of violence. Marvell clearly knew something about physical combat.
In 'The Unfortunate Lover' he makes unobtrusive use of the technical terminology of wrestling ('lock', 'grapple'), describing the lover 'Cuffing the thunder with one hand; / While with the other he does lock, / And grapple, with the stubborn rock' (ll. 50-2).
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Nor was the violence imaginary only. We recall Marvell's altercation with Thomas Clifford in the Commons in 1662, and another in the same place some fifteen years later when, stumbling on his way to his seat, Marvell cuffed, or appeared to cuff, Sir Philip
Harcourt and was immediately accused of giving him ' a box on the ear' -despite Marvell's (and Harcourt's) protests to the contrary. 29 The 'box' may have been in jest -that, at least, is the interpretation of events that Marvell was keen to press. But the blow appeared to have been a strong one. Had Marvell been playing the wag, and been mis- The verb 'know' (rather than 'saw') keeps the poet one step away from the claim to have eye-witnessed Villiers's exercises, and this may imply a modest deference about Marvell's proximity to the young man; but it nonetheless places the poet within the frame, once again quietly implying Marvell's place in the rarified world of aristocratic tourism. His own play for gentlemanly credibility having been exposed and bested, Parker dismisses such qualities as trivial irrelevances and shifts his defense to the safer ground of clerical authority -before launching upon an ill-advised attempt to beat
Marvell at his own game.
We can, in sum, detect the impact of Marvell's experience as a traveling tutor in several aspects of his writing. But it is not in such textual traces that I believe its greatest impact should be identified. An understanding of the role of traveling tutor and the opportunities it presented allows us to envisage an alternate path for 
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